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Page 3, lines 12 -13: Delete "as had been suggested to him in private conversa-

tions with other delegates ".

line 17: Delete "laid down by the Executive Board ",

Page 10, line 12: Insert "sanitary" after "only ".

lines 13 -14: Delete "in connexion with the six specific diseases"

line 19: Insert "of 1926, 1933, 1944" after "Conventions ".

line 20: Delete "preventive ", replace by "permissive ".

line 22: Insert "in the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial

Navigation of 1944" after "one Article ".

Page 120 Insert after line 16, the following paragraph:

"Professor ALIVISATOS (Greece) proposed that in Article 40, paragraph 1,

the words "may serve as a vehicle for insect vectors of any such disease"

be replaced by "may serve as a vehicle for the primary or intermediate

vectors of any such disease "; the phrase would then cover rodents as

well."
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Page 13, line 7: Delete the words "which dealt ..." until the end of the

paragraph. Replace by "required elucidation. The United States

proposal which was intended to clarify the position had been rejected.

If it was desired to limit the scope of paragraph 1 of Article 40, so

as to permit further measures for other diseases, then it might be

advisable to add the words suggested by the United Kingdom delegate. ""

Page 14, line 7: Delete "other," replace by "to measures other ",

line 8: Delete "to ".
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1. :ComPOSITIÓN ÓF THE LEGAL WORKING PARTY TO CONSIDER PARTS IX AND X OF THE

DRAFT SANITARY 'REGULLTIONS

Following the decision taken at the eighth meeting, to appoint a legal working

party to examine the Articles in Parts IX and X of the draft regulations and make

recommendations to the Special Committee in connexion with any amendments con-

sidered necessary, it was agreed that the working party should be composed of

members of the following delegations:

Belgium, Egypt, France, India, Indonesia, Netherlands,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States f America.

It was also agreed, on the proposal of Dr,. BELL (United States of America),

that the legal working party should not deal with Article 106, which would be

considered in plenary session, or with Article 107, for which a working party had

already been appointed.

The CHAIRMAN asked delegates not represented on the legal working party, and

observers, to submit to the Secretariat memoranda on any questions they wished to

put before the working party.

2. APPOINTMENT OF RAPPORTEUR TO THE FOURTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY

On the proposal of Dr. Van Den BERG (Netherlands), supported by Professor

CANAPERIA (Italy), it was unanimously agreed that Dr. Raja (India) should act as

Rapporteur for the Special Committee to the Fourth World Health Assembly..
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-3. CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS (Continued):
ARTICLES IN THE MAIN BODY OF THE REGULATIONS

Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa) said that, in the light of his own attitude,

which he had defined in his statement at the first meeting and in his minority

report to the Expert Committee on International Epidemiology and Quarantine, he

was slightly disturbed by the decisions taken by the Special Committee during the

last few days.

He had consistently argued the necessity, in considering the draft Regulations,

for not increasing the obstructive forms of quarantine which, in his opinion, had

slight medical value but would have very disturbing effects on international

traffic and trade.

He did not wish it to be understood - as had been suggested to him in private

conversations with other delegates - that his view was based on considerations

other than the health and epidemiological factors with which, he agreed, the

Regulations were primarily concerned. But the members of the Special Committee

were also members of national delegations and the committeets terms of reference

laid down by the Executive Board indicated that, in taking part in the discussions,

they should come armed with information on the other aspects of the subject.

He therefore appealed to the committee, in its further examination of the

draft Regulations to bear all aspects of the subject in mind although international

trade and traffic relationships were not the primary factors they were important

in connexion with international health, because much of national health depended

on them. The transport of food was an example of this relationship.

He felt that some of the decisions taken at the previous meeting were not wise

from a public - health point of view and, if unwisely applied, would have

considerable influence on international traffic and trade.
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Article 36

Dr. BELL (United States of America), referring to the phrase "nearest

convenient port or airport" in the last line, wished it to be made clear that the

vessel or aircraft could proceed '.jr the direction of its route. He therefore

proposed substitution of the word \"next" for "nearest ".

He would also like the word "sanitary" to be inserted after "convenient ", but,

as no decision had yet been reached as to the retention of the terms "sanitary

port" and "sanitary airport" he would defer that proposal.

Dr. DOWLING (Australia) called attention to an apparent discrepancy between

the first and second sentences: the first sentence stated that a vessel or an

aircraft might not be prevented from calling at any port or airport, whereas,

according to the second sentence, such vessel or aircraft would, in effect, be

prevented from entering at certain ports or airports.

Australia had a large number of small ports and several airports which could

not be opened to international traffic, mainly because of the danger of introducing

rabies, which might destroy two of the country's chief industries - wool and

cattle. For that reason, his delegation felt that Australia must be able to

designate both ports and airports. He therefore suggested that the phrase "any

port or airport" be qualified by the use of the word "sanitary" or by a phrase

to indicate that the port or airport must be designated by the State.

Mr. HOSTIE, Chairman of the Legal Sub -Committee, Expert Committee on

International Epidemiology and Quarantine, explained that the definition of

"airport" met the suggestion of the delegate of Australia. The position in regard

to travel by sea was somewhat different. In principle, according to the present
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text, seagoing vessels might call at any port, but a "seaport" as now defined

meant a port normally frequented by seagoing vessels, i.e., ships engaged on an

international voyage. There was therefore no danger of the provision being

applied to a port only exceptionally visited by vessels on an international

voyage.

In reply to a question by Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France), Mr. HOSTIE

said that the provisions of Article 36 were intended to apply equally to inland

navigation ports - such as on the large lakes of Africa and North America - where

sanitary measures were not taken at the frontier.

Decision: It was agreed that the Drafting Sub -Committee should incorporate
in the text the amendment proposed by the delegate of the United States,
and that further consideration of Article 36 be deferred until decisions
had been taken on Articles 12 to 17.

Article 37

Decision: It was agreed to defer consideration of Article 37 until

decisions had been taken on Articles 12 to 17.

Article 38

Dr. DOWLING (Australia) proposed deletion of the words: "or has landed there

under the conditions laid down in Article 29 "...

Decision: On being put to the vote, the proposal of the delegate of
Australia was rejected and the Article was adopted.

Article 39

Definition of "Yellow -fever receptive area"

The definition of "yellow -fever receptive area" was accepted.
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Dr. SELL (United States of America) thought that the word "isolation" in the

penultimate sentence of Article 39 was, not appropriate in connexion with measures

applying to ships and aircraft. He suggested substitution of the word "quarantine ".

It was agreed that the Drafting Sub -Committee should make the necessary

amendment.

Dr. DUREN (Belgium) asked why yellow fever had been mentioned specifically

in Article 39 and whether the provisions, should not apply in the case of a ship

or aircraft infected with other epidemic diseases.

Dr. RAJA (India) replied that the Expert Committee on International Epidemio-

logy and Quarantine had inserted the qualification because, by the time it had

been established that an aircraft was infected, it would be possible for infected

mosquitos to have escaped from the aircraft. There was not the same possibility

of rapid transmission of infection into a local area of cholera, smallpox and

other diseases, even from an infected ship or aircraft.

Dr. DUREN admitted that the argument of the delegate of India had some weight.

However, if there were danger, it would not arise because an aircraft was suspected

or infected (i.e., if it had a case of yellow fever on board during the voyage)

it would arise from the presence on board. Moreover his delegation did not see

why a vessel which refused. to submit to the measures prescribed and which would

be allowed to depart, should not take on food supplies for consumption on board.

It was agreed that the Drafting Sub -Committee should make the necessary

amendment to the Article to permit a ship to take on food for consumption on

board.
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Dr. HALAWANI (Egypt) called attention to the fact that a ship infected with

cholera, being allowed under the provisions of this Article to depart from Suez,

would pass through the Suez Canal and that workers on the Canal and inhabitants

of villages bordering it would be exposed to danger of infection. He considered

that infected ships should not be allowed to depart without submitting to the

necessary measures.

Dr. Halawani proposed the insertion of a clause relating to maritime canals,

because the present text clearly provided for refusal to submit to the measures

required.

It was agreed that-the Drafting Sub -Committee be instructed to take account

of the proposal of the Delegate of Egypt.

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France) remembered that discussions had taken

place in the Expert Committee on International Epidemiology and Quarantine in

regard to aircraft. The danger of the entire Orient becoming infected with

yellow fever was considerable. He did not remember that the same had been said

in regard to ships.

Dr. RAJA (India) recalled that the question of including ships had been

discussed. A person on board ship who was in the first two or three days of the

onset of disease could infect mosquitos which had access to him, thus giving the

possibility of the disease being spread. Is a safeguard, ships should be included

in the Artj,cle: the implications of their exclusion would have great significance.

Dr. DUREN (Belgium) said that, whilst his delegation had no major objeetion

to the provisions concerning infected ships or aircraft, they did object to the

words nor suspected ". He quoted the description of an infected ship or aircraft
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in Article 68 and said that, while the original definition of an "infected local

area" had included yellow -fever endemic areas in their entirety, the revised

definition did not mention them. If the Health Assembly decided to re- insert

them, it would mean that any ship having left a yellow -fever endemic area less

than six days previously would be considered as suspected and measures would be

applied to it. He considered that provision excessive and therefore proposed the

deletion of the words "or suspected of being so infected" and the insertion of a

clause reading:

"and if the medical examination should show that the person infected
with the disease had not been isolated in time and if Aèdes aegypti are

discovered on board." (original French - unofficial translation)

Mr. MOULTON (ICAO) recalled that both the International Sanitary Convention

of 1926 and the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation, 1933,

included an article permitting ships and aircraft unwilling to submit to the

measures required to proceed. There was no restriction whatsoever on the lines

of the first paragraph of Article 39. He believed that the present text of that

Article represented a backward step but one which was justified. His organization

had no desire to create additional problems for other means of. transprn° . but--thiey

did insist on equal treatment for aircraft in this connexion.

He asked what epidemiological facts had come to light since 1926, or 1933,

which would warrant the additional restrictions, and the separation of ships and

aircraft, in this Article. He reminded the committee that the one known case of

the introduction of insect vectors of a disease from the continent of Africa to

South America had been by sea and not by air.n
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The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal of the delegate of Belgium, which

related only to ships.

Decision: The proposal was adopted bÿ 11 votes to 6 and it was agreed
that the Drafting Sub-Committee be instructed to prepare a revised draft
of the Article, taking into account all the amendments which had been
proposed and accepted.

Proposal of the United States Delegation to insert new Article in Chapter IV

Dr. BELL (United States of America) made some general, proposals concerning

Chapter IV. In the first place, in view of the confusion in that Chapter and

other parts of the Regulations as to the diseases to which each Article applied,

the United States delegation proposed the introduction of a new article (document

A3- 4/SR/26) enumerating the Articles applying to communicable diseases other than

the six specified epidemic diseases.

Dr. DUREN (Belgium) felt that the Regulations should be limited to the six

epidemic diseases, measures concerning other diseases forming a separate set of

Regulations. He considered that that limitation should be specified either in

Article 1 or Article 2 of the Regulations. He further suggested that the six

diseases should be called "maladies épidémiques réglementées".

Dr. RAJA (India) said that if the United States proposal were adopted it

would automatically become the duty of governments to take action under the

Regulations in respect of other communicable diseases. In that case it would

appear that the committee would have to widen the definition of epidemic diseases

and lay down the specific measures in respect of each of the other diseases.
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The CHl".IRbiILN said that if the Regulations were limited to the six epidemic

diseases, the element of the protection of international transportation against

excessive measures on medical or sanitary grounds would be abolished. Moreover,

it would be necessary to redraft the whole of the Regulations.

Mr. HI1SELGROVE (United Kingdom) said his Government had understood that the

present Regulations were intended to apply only to the six specific diseases.

The United Kingdom Government was in favour of setting up a complete code of

sanitary measures for international traffic but believed that it was not possible

to do so at that stage.

Dr DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE (France) supported the views of the United

Kingdom delegate.

The CHAIRMAN explained that the Regulations laid down the only measures to

which ships and aircraft might be subjected in connexion with the six specific

diseases. Passengers and crews, however, if suffering from other communicable

diseases might be required to submit to national measures of the country to

which they went.

Mr. HOSTIE said that.the decision regarding the amendment proposed by the

United States delegation should be taken with the legal implications well in

mind. The existing Conventions exhausted the possibilities of sanitary measures

in respect of all diseases and their preventive measures constituted a maximum.

The regulations as at present drafted abrogated these conventions except for

one Art.cle.
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Dr. PLDUA (Philippines) supported the United States proposal on the

understanding that national governments would be free to enforce measures on

passengers and crew for the control of other communicable diseases.

Decision: The United States proposal to add a new article concerning
the application of some..rtioles of the Regulations to other communicable
diseases was rejected by 19 votes to 5.

Definition of "Epidemic Diseases"

A lengthy discussion took place on the nomenclature of the six diseases

at present defined, for the purpose of the Regulations) as "epidemic diseases ".

The CHAIRP'IAN, explaining that the Expert Committee on International

Epidemiology and Quarantine had discussed the matter at considerable length

without arriving at a better name than "epidemic diseases ", ruled the discussion

closed. It could be reopened if there was general agreement on an alternative

term as the result of unofficial conversations.

Dr. BELL (United States of"merica) introduced the United States proposal

for a new Article on-radio pratique to be inserted after Article 31 (document

A3- 4/SR/27) which it was thought would help to speed up international traffic.

Dr. DUREN (Belgium) while supporting the-proposal suggested that the word

"estiment" in the fourth line of the French text should be in the singular and

that the reference in the last line should be to "epidemic diseases "..

Professor CANAPERIL. (Italy) and Mr. H:.SELGROVE (United Kingdom) seconded the

United States proposal, the latter also seconding the substitution of "epidemic"

for "communicable" in the last line.
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In reply to Dr. HLL: ; NI (Egypt), the CHJIRM N said he took it that each

State would decide on the conditions under which it would grant pratique by radio.

Decision: The article on radio pratique proposed by the.United States
was unanimously adopted subject to revision by the Drafting Sub-Committee.

Chapter V - Measures concerning the International Transport of Goods, Baggage
and Mail

Article 40

Definition of "Baggage"

After a short discussion it was agreed that the definition of "baggage" did

not exclude personal effects sent either in advance or following.

Decision: The definition of "baggage" was adopted as drafted.

Professor CLN1PERIA (Italy) suggested adding "rodents and" after "vehicle

for" in the penultimate line of Article 40 paragraph 1.

Dr. PADU :1 (Philippines), seconded by Dr. RAJA (India) and Dr. HALAWANI (Egypt)

agreeing that the Article should not be limited to insect vectors, proposed

"may serve as a vehicle for the transmission of such disease ".

Decision: The proposal of the delegate of the Philippines was accepted
subject to revision by the Drafting Sub-Committee.

Dr. DO1NLING (Australia), thought that, as drafted, the Article might prove

too restrictive preventing, for instance, disinfection of a cabin after a case

of measles.

A'lengthy discussion took place on whether the Article did or did not exclude

measures under national legislation in case bf contamination from other diseases.
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Mr. HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) thought it was clear that paragraph 1 was

intended to refer to other diseases. He suggested that the first line should

read "Goods shall be submitted to the sanitary measures provided for in these

Regulations only in so far.:."

Mr. HOSTIE, speaking at the invitation of the CHAIRMAN, said he had always

felt that Article 40 and many of the other l..rticles in the general part of the

Regulations which dealt with all epidemic diseases, required clarification. The

United States proposal which was intended to clarify the position had been

rejected. If it was desired to limit Article 40, not'only as regarded the scope

of the measures, but as regarded their subject matter it might be advisable to

add the words suggested by the United Kingdom delegate.

Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa) said the object of the Article was to prevent

enforced unloading of goods in international trade in transit at ports. When

unloaded at the port of arrival goods camé under the control of the national

health administration.

A short discussion then took place on whether paragraph 1 was necessary.

Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa) suggested that unless the paragraph was

retained the provisions for boarding ships and aircraft in the Articles concerning

individual diseases would constitute the right for considerable interference.

Dr. BELL (United States of America) seconded the United Kingdom proposal.

Dr. MACLEAN (New Zealand) suggested "Goods remaining on board ship or aircraft ".

Decision: The United Kingdom proposal to insert the words "provided for
in these Regulations" after "sanitary measures" Article 40, paragraph 1
was accepted subject to revision by the Drafting Sub -Committee.
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Mr. HZSELGROVE (United Kingdom) proposed amending the last line of

paragraph 2 to read: "shall not be subject to sanitary measures or detained at

any port".

Dr. DOLING (Australia) asked whether Mr. HOSTIE could state whether the

committee was competent to make such a provision.

Mr. HOSTIE thought the delegate of Australia need have no misgivings. He

was convinced that nobody would consider the Regulations as applying other than

to sanitary measures.

Dr. ï 'CLEAN (New Zealand) suggested that if the amendments of paragraph 2

proposed by the United Kingdom were accepted, paragraph 1 would become useless.

Decisions: 1. It was agreed to amend the last line of Article 40,

paragraph 2, to read "shall not be subjected to sanitary measures at
any port, airport or frontier ".

2. In the absence of further observations, Article 40 was
adopted and referred to the Drafting Sub -Committee for revision in the
light of the amendments accepted.

The meeting rose at 12.05 p.m.


